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Powerful people get where they are by influencing others. Discover twenty-three magick rituals for

exerting supernatural influence.This book gives you the keys to magickal influence, so that you can

use supernatural forces of darkness to change hearts and minds. Working with angels, demons,

ancient spirits and gods, you access many powers. The book wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t tell you how to create

rapport, charm and charisma. There are other books that can teach you those skills. This book

gives you magick.There are rituals to influence individuals and groups. You can create trust,

convince somebody that you are right, make somebody find you attractive, and even make

somebody care about you. The magick can make another person see you as a leader. When you

want to cause disruption, you can sow the seeds of doubt in somebodyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mind, so that

what once seemed certain becomes uncertain. The magick can create unease, confusion, mistrust

and even hatred between people that you know. These rituals can inspire loyalty, or make

somebody confess what they have held back from you. There are rituals to make loud people quiet,

to silence gossip and to make an unwanted neighbor move away. The rituals can be used to make

people fear you, or you can project authority, trustworthiness and charisma.These powers can be

used within family situations as readily as they can be used to gain an advantage in business or

politics. They can be used to solve seemingly small problems, such as noisy neighbors, or to land

the promotion youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve deserved for years, or undermine your competition, or convince the

skeptical to fund your projects. By changing the way people see you, and each other, you can

manipulate reality.The first half of this book uses The Magick of the Calls, which originate from the

Greek Magickal Papyri. The second half of this book works with the demons of Goetia, using a

simple method to get results fast. The only equipment you need is pen, paper and courage.If you

think itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s wrong to influence, or evil to perform magick for your own benefit, then please go

buy a book on mindfulness. If youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re scared of demons, this might not be for you. If

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve got no idea what this magick is, but get the feeling that magick might work, this is

going to be fun. If you already love magick, this should give you the all-important power to exert

your power over others.
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Good add to my library. I'm not going to fluff out my chest like I'm supper experienced with magick,

because I'm not. However, I like this author. He simplifies the material and explains it well. There is

some math to be done to know when to plan your ritual, which I am new to, but am doing as

instructed. A lot of the modern occult publishing I've read does away with specific time windows to

perform rituals, so this is refreshing for me. Will probably purchase further releases from Mr.

Hargrove.

I'd like to start off by saying how pleased I am with this book. Plenty of meat on the bone as Corwin

would say. For those who are afraid of demons, dont be and reconsider. I urge you to do some

research on the subject. Look up the root word and meaning. You'll find that there have been many

misconceptions regarding these entities. Crowley probably the most well known occultist thats ever

existed stated in his early years that they are a part of our subconscious mind. In his later years he

stated that they where independent of the human mind and existed outside of our reality. My point is

that they're like us, some good and some bad. Some are very helpful and some can be dangerous.

It goes much deeper than that though.Now on to the book itself! If your the kind of person who think

its wrong to influence people then this book isnt for you because there are people who see this as

evil but mostly due to beliefs and religion. Anyways, theres magick for lots of our everyday modern

problems. You have Sigils and words of power that lay the groundwork for your magick. Your intent

and will pretty much are the carrier for your desire to manifedr itself. Its void of all the baggage the



old grimoires contain. So your left with the essentials that you need to work.Finally, Id like to thank

the author for his contribution to the art and cant wait for the next book. Again, if your afraid dont be.

Demons got a bad wrap in my opinion and have much to offer both the spiritual and material. Id

advise and highly recommend this book to all practitioners especially beginners. I wish I had this

book when I first started.

I stumbled upon all these types of books after getting some of the 70s books , involving magick. The

newer, simplified way seems to be working. This is more LHP, but in my opinion not at all bad, or ill

intended.

Concise book is similar to Damon Brand.

I really enjoyed this book. For many years I have been programed to believe demons were bad and

to stay away from them. However my curiosity got the best of me and I had to explore the world of

what people deem as darkness. I used the make some one afraid of me ritual and it worked great. I

didn't want her to terribly afraid of me, I just wanted her to know her place and be humble when

working with me. Wow she went from being total bitch to overly accommodating. Demons are super

powerful and they work really fast. I would like demon of wealth book from this author. Also i used

make someone shut up ritual again worked super fast. It literally worked in 24 hours. You have to be

sure what you want because these demons will go to work for you. I did the shut someone's mouth

ritual combined it with a freezer spell wowwwww the results were amazing. The person I did the

ritual on called off worked the next day said her daughter had asthma attack and she wasn't sure

when she could return to work. Bam just like that she shut her mouth. You would be surprised how

things work so be sure you ready for the results

Good book!!!Useful rituals straight to the point and simple to understand and pronounce.Time will

show if it works.Worse case it's another good read and with each book we soak in more information.

The author managed to write with utter simplicity and clearness, making it easy for the reader to

make his own path through a subject normally very intricate. At the same time this is an engaging

and profitable reading.

This is streamlined magick which is written from a working but streamlined point of view, when you



can trust in yourself you will understand that a lot of psycho drama in magick is not needed, this

book does allow your own touches if needed, as symbolically some psycho drama can be a good

thing, depending on where you are at, what you need, and who you are.
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